
Class 17- Flowering Arranging and Pressed flowers 

Helpful hints 

Any live foliage or plant material may be used as filler and accessories may be used to enhance display 

Judging based on design, colour harmony, distinction and originality, suitability to occasion, texture, 

condition of blooms, and relation to container 

Fresh flowers to be used in all sections unless indicated otherwise 

Prize Money in sections 1 –21      $5.00/$4.00/$3.00 

1. A single pressed flower displayed in a frame – frame can be purchased or homemade 

2. A collage of pressed flowers (leaves are acceptable) in a frame – frame can be purchased or 

homemade  

3. Oh Canada – an arrangement using red and white 

4. “For the birds”- a design of seed pods, sunflowers, fruited branches, nuts etc.  anything that our 

feathered friends love to eat (not brought birdseed), accessories allowed 

5. Mutt and Jeff:  2 separate flower arrangements, one large and one small, display together 

6. Give him the boot: Wildflower arrangement in a piece of footwear 

7. Keeping up Traditions: an arrangement featuring an old garden tool 

8. From the ground up: A floor arrangement of wayside materials 

9. 3 in a Row: 3 small arrangements in a row 

10. Gracefully Simple: arrangement with one flower and foliage 

11. Concrete jungle: an arrangement in a brick 

12. Bowl me over: low arrangement in a bowl 

13. Flowergirl: arrangement in a basket 

14. Witches Bouquet: your interpretation 

15. Cats: arrangement using cattails 

16. Echoes: arrangement using dried plants and grasses 

17. Refreshments:  wildflower bouquet in a water jug 



18. Lavender: an arrangement using lavender (fresh or dried) 

19. Gone Seedy: an arrangement featuring seed head and foliage – no flowers 

20. Tom Thumb: a small arrangement, flower and container not to exceed 5 inches in any direction 

21. Gone Gray: an arrangement featuring gray foliage with colour accents 

Most Points in Class 17    $25 Colour Paradise Greenhouses Gift certificate 


